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tackles fish DI
susceptible to disease and other

fish- problems," Ely said. "Stocking
part efforts can lead to inbreeding. The
and long-term key to sportfishing is
this good, healthy breeding stock, and

current estimates from SantcewithCooper indicate that 80 percent of
fish the females are harvested before

\ fSf they reach breeding size. Because
the °' the demand, fishery managers

i ihe must augment populations with

riped stocking."
ask- Ely's project will provide inforwj(hmation to fisheries managers so

they can continue to enhance the
j ihe stocking program and the native

unify breeding stock,
hem. Fellow anglers have provided
swer samples, and Ely said he hopes to

1 (he Fmd more fisherman who are inter
ocinil in cinnino An tn thf> nrnipAt
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jfish At least 200 samples are needed
: for fr°m 'he Congaree, Lower Saluda

and Lower Wateree rivers this year.
DNA About 170 samples were fished
Idlife trom those rivers last year by Ely
netic arK' his students in a cooperative
riped effort with the Wildlife
it for Department.
fish By looking at the genetic codes

netic ot fish, Ely and his students will be
able to determine whether a few

>mes Bsh or many fish actually produce
i fish offspring in a given year.
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The results will be compared to

the genetic diversity of the fish
produced by hatcheries, offering a

comparison that will allow fishery
managers to predict die long-term
effects of the stale's slocking programand the genetic health of the
population it produces.

Unlike other techniques. Ely's
FWJ A loci oon ho /l/\no ncino r\nlw

sperm or a blood sample that can

be obtained before releasing a fish.
The DNA test is also much quicker
than other, earlier efforts to track
fish populations. 1

"It's a new technology we're just
stalling to use to study fish," said
Ely, whose work on bacterial
genetics led to the DNA tests.

Ely is using the same technique
to study swordfish, which are subjectedto overfishing and can cost
as much as $12 per pound. He's
uying to determine how many distinctbreeding stocks or families
there are in the Atlantic Ocean.
Learning the answers may help
shape future harvest policies to promotegenetic diversity and build the
ocean's swordfish population.

This spring, Ely will seek assistancefrom fishermen in South
Carolina for his striped bass project.

on the cutting edge. In 20 years,
they'll be a Bumey Dunlap or Earl
Black"

Staff writer Matt Hanley and
The Associated Press contributed
to this report.
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